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People won't stop searching 'My eyes hurt' on Google after solar eclipse




Brady Snyder 

published 9 April 24



The aftermath
People in the U.S. may have caught a glimpse of a total solar eclipse today, and for some, that has resulted in eye pain and many Google searches.
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We tested Meta Quest 3's improved passthrough with the Quest v64 update




Michael L Hicks 

published 9 April 24




Meta wants to make it easier to read your phone notifications without removing your Quest 3 headset. We tested the feature to see how it compares to the Apple Vision Pro.
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The first Google Pixel 8a cases suggest some big design changes




Nicholas Sutrich 

published 8 April 24



Just in case
The first Google Pixel 8a cases are here, and Poetic is giving us a clear glimpse into what the Google Pixel 8a should look like.
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You can apparently get the new Galaxy A15 for JUST $99 with this Straight Talk wireless deal — no trade-in required




Patrick Farmer 

published 8 April 24



Not a typo
Bundle the purchase of the new Samsung Galaxy A15 5G with an eligible Straight Talk wireless plan and you'll get the phone for just under a Benjamin.
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Google debuts 'Gemini in Android Studio' with a template for gen AI features




Nickolas Diaz 

published 8 April 24



The Pro Edition
Google debuted "Gemini in Android Studio" for app developers.
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My friends captured these eclipse photos with their Pixels, and I'm pretty jealous




Derrek Lee 

published 8 April 24



April 8 eclipse
Capturing eclipse photos is pretty easy if the timing is right and you're using the right equipment. Fortunately, my Pixel-toting friend was able to take some great photos.
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My friends captured these eclipse photos with their Pixels, and I'm pretty jealous
The Pixel camera is really top-notch.



April 8 eclipse







[image: The highly-anticipated Find My Device rollout is here, and you can use these five features starting today.]





Google's new Find My Device network rolls out, and your Pixel 8 has a special benefit
The highly-anticipated Find My Device rollout is here, and you can use these five features starting today.



Device tracking







[image: Massive watches like the Apple Watch Ultra 2 or the upcoming Galaxy Watch 7 Pro dodge the real issue with smartwatches.]





Smartwatches got bigger to avoid solving their biggest problem
Massive watches like the Apple Watch Ultra 2 or the upcoming Galaxy Watch 7 Pro dodge the real issue with smartwatches.



Sunday Runday







[image: You can now tell the music streaming app what kind of music you want by typing a message, and it builds a personalized playlist for you.]





Spotify is testing personalized AI playlists you can make with text prompts
You can now tell the music streaming app what kind of music you want by typing a message, and it builds a personalized playlist for you.



DJ in your pocket
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Daaaang! The Galaxy Watch 5 Pro just scored a 38% discount at Amazon
That's over $170 off!



Dang Old Deals
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Ask Jerry: Will Google help me access a loved one's data after they pass away?
Let's talk about tech.



Ask Jerry
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Google Pixel 8a: Rumors, specs, and hopes for Google's 2024 budget phone



By

Nicholas Sutrich 

last updated 8 April 24



Striking the balance
The Google Pixel A-series has long been the company's most successful smartphones, and we have a feeling the 8a will further cement that legacy.






Striking the balance
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Best phone tripod 2024



By

Namerah Saud Fatmi 

published 8 April 24



Smile!
The best phone tripods are made to help you capture scenes in the brightest or darkest conditions.






Smile!
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How to view your Android notification history



By

Judy Sanhz 

published 8 April 24



See those notifications
Discover how to access the notification history to view those dismissed notifications easily. Here are the quick and easy steps that don't require the help of third-party apps.






See those notifications
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Best Android phones under $200 in 2024



By

Patrick Farmer 

last updated 8 April 24



Two Benjamins' worth!
Take a look at some of the best Android phones under $200, which offer everything from big batteries to years of software updates.






Two Benjamins' worth!
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Moto G 5G 2024 vs. Moto G 5G 2023: Should you upgrade?



By

Rajat Sharma 

published 8 April 24



G for Great!
Check out our detailed Moto G 5G 2024 vs. Moto G 5G 2023 comparison to find out which one of these affordable Android phones would be right for you.






G for Great!
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Best small phone 2024



By

Namerah Saud Fatmi 

last updated 7 April 24



For one-handed use
Not everyone wants to wield a giant smartphone. So here are our top picks for the best small phone you can buy.






For one-handed use
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Samsung's Object Eraser gets a nice boost with a Photoshop feature



By

Brady Snyder 

published 8 April 24



Magnetic lasso
Object Eraser can help you remove unwanted parts of an image in the Samsung Photo Editor, and it's better now thanks to a feature that mimics Photoshop's Magnetic Lasso.






Magnetic lasso
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Top 10 Gboard tips and tricks



By

Namerah Saud Fatmi 

last updated 8 April 24



Type like a pro
Gboard has some awesome features buried inside it. If you want to sharpen your typing skills and do more with Gboard, these are the top 10 tips and tricks that you need to know.






Type like a pro
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Google app's experimental bottom search bar on Android is slowly taking shape



By

Jay Bonggolto 

published 8 April 24



happy tapping
Google is playing with moving the search bar to the bottom of the Android app, and giving it a modern makeover.






happy tapping
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Gmail's 'summarize this email' feature could arrive on Android soon



By

Jay Bonggolto 

published 8 April 24



gemini-powered summaries
Gmail on Android might soon match its desktop counterpart with smart email summaries.






gemini-powered summaries
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Canada is making a big AI push with billions in investments



By

Jay Bonggolto 

published 8 April 24



AI push
Canada plans to drop CA$2.4 billion in its next budget to boost artificial intelligence capabilities.






AI push
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Google TV to give you the best seat in the house for the April 8 eclipse



By

Jay Bonggolto 

published 7 April 24



Eyes here 👀
Google TV is showing all the free, ad-supported local and national channels streaming the solar eclipse tomorrow.






Eyes here 👀
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Jerry Hildenbrand
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Harish Jonnalagadda
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Andrew Myrick
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Namerah Saud Fatmi
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Nick Sutrich
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Best smartwatches with temperature sensor 2024



By

Namerah Saud Fatmi 

last updated 8 April 24



Hot or cold
Not many smartwatches come with a body temperature sensor. Of the ones that do, these are the very best.






Hot or cold
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Best Fitbit Sense 2 bands 2024



By

Christine Persaud 

last updated 7 April 24



Choose the right band for you 
You can easily change the look of the Fitbit Sense 2 by purchasing optional bands, which come in a variety of styles and materials.






Choose the right band for you 
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An affordable Galaxy Watch FE could be on the way, according to new leak



By

Vishnu Sarangapurkar 

published 6 April 24



Affordable Galaxy Watch
Until now, very minimal details of the Galaxy Watch FE are known, and new information points to a potential release later this year.






Affordable Galaxy Watch
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The best Garmin deals of April 2024: save hundreds on our favorite fitness watches



By

Patrick Farmer 

last updated 4 April 24



The deals await
Garmin is one of our favorite brands for fitness-based wearables, so we decided it would only be right to create a list of all the best Garmin discounts on the web.






The deals await
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Samsung Galaxy Watch 7: Leaks, models, upgrades, and what we want to see



By

Michael L Hicks 

last updated 4 April 24



Galaxy AI watch
Leaks suggest the Galaxy Watch 7 could get a new Exynos chip, AI tricks, double the storage, and (possibly) a major redesign.






Galaxy AI watch
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Oura lets members test new features in its 'Labs' experience



By

Nickolas Diaz 

published 3 April 24



Come join
Oura announced the launch of its "Labs" testing experience in its main app for new features.






Come join
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Best ring light 2024



By

Namerah Saud Fatmi 

published 8 April 24



Shine bright
A ring light is a great way to improve the lighting during your video calls or while shooting demos from your laptop.






Shine bright
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Chipolo joins Google's Find My Device network with new 'One Point' and 'Card' trackers



By

Nickolas Diaz 

published 8 April 24



A watchful eye
Chipolo debuts two new Point trackers as it joins Google's new Find My Device network.






A watchful eye
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Pebblebee announces new trackers that support Google's Find My Device network



By

Vishnu Sarangapurkar 

published 8 April 24



Made for Google
New item finders from Pebblebee are believed to help track everyday items "quickly and securely, even when they're offline."






Made for Google
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Best Samsung Galaxy Z Fold 5 chargers 2024



By

Namerah Saud Fatmi 

last updated 8 April 24



Fire it up
Your fancy Samsung foldable comes with a lot of things, but a charger isn't one of them. That's why you need one of the best Samsung Galaxy Z Fold 5 chargers.






Fire it up
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Best wireless charger 2024: Top 12 ranked for Android and iPhone



By

Namerah Saud Fatmi 

last updated 7 April 24



Cut the cord
Charging with a cable is faster, but a wireless charger is much more convenient. These are the best you can buy, whether you want a pad, a stand, or a multi-device charger.






Cut the cord
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Max Mustard is the blissful VR rebirth of a popular 32-bit genre



By

Nicholas Sutrich 

published 24 March 24



Jump on it!
Max Mustard is the reboot of the 3D platformer, adding a Saturday morning cartoon vibe and VR interactivity to revitalize an aging genre.






Jump on it!
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A new update just made the PSVR 2 ready for PCVR, but there's a catch



By

Nicholas Sutrich 

published 22 March 24



Plug and play
The PSVR 2 is on its way to receiving official PCVR compatibility, and a new headset firmware update just got it one step closer to reality.






Plug and play
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One of our favorite Meta Quest 3 accessories is ONLY $25 during Amazon's Big Spring Sale!



By

Patrick Farmer 

published 22 March 24



Strap into savings
Amazon is dropping 36% off the Zyber Elite Strap during the limited-time Spring Sale.






Strap into savings
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Meta's latest AI breakthrough can automatically map your home



By

Nicholas Sutrich 

published 22 March 24



AI FTW
A new Meta AI algorithm could give the Meta Quest Guardian a massive upgrade, giving it fully automated room scanning capability.






AI FTW
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These AMVR Quest 3 controller grips prove simple is best



By

Nicholas Sutrich 

published 22 March 24



Get a grip!
AMVR Quest 3 controller grips don't cover the entire controller. Instead, they replace the battery door with a superior design.






Get a grip!
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